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Abstract— In the coming generation of computing, 

Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) will play a very 

significant role in the Internet of Things (IoT). The 

MANET is a kind of wireless networks that are self-

organizing and auto con- nected in a decentralized 

system. Every device in MANET can be moved freely 

from one place to another in any direction. They can 

create a network with their neighbors’ smart devices 

and forward data to another device. The IoT- Cloud-

MANET framework of smart devices is composed of 

IoT, cloud computing, and MANET. This framework 

can access and deliver cloud services to the MANET 

users through their smart devices in the IoT framework 

where all computations, data handling, and resource 

management are performed. The smart de- vices can 

move from one location to another within the range of 

the MANET network. Various MANETs can connect to 

the same cloud, they can use cloud service in a real time. 

For connecting the smart device of MANET to cloud 

needs integration with mobile apps. My main 

contribution in this research links a new methodology 

for providing secure communication on the internet of 

smart de- vices using MANET Concept in 5G. The 

research methodology uses the correct and efficient 

simulation of the desired study and can be implemented 

in a frame- work of the Internet of Things in 5G. 

 

Index Terms: Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET), 

Cloud Computing, Internet of Things (IoT), Smart 

Devices, 5G Network. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

This research is a step forward in the field of 

MANET, cloud, and IoT in 5G heterogeneous 

networks where I propose a new framework using 

cloud computing for communicating in the MANET 

and internet of smart devices of the 5G network. The 

IoT can be described as “a pervasive and ubiquitous 

system which empowers screening furthermore 

control the physical earth by collecting, processing, 

also analyzing that information created eventually 

sensors” [1]. The proposed research work in this 

study is an enhancement and implementation of 

existing mobile ad hoc network communication using 

the cloud in the framework of the IoT. The research 

outcome is to establish a new framework for 

communication. The proposed research uses the 

correct and efficient simulation of the desired study 

and can be implemented in a framework of the 

Internet of Things. The most wireless network of 

today consists of cells. Each cell contains a base 

station that can be wired or wirelessly connected [2]. 

The smart devices have a very useful feature of Wi-Fi 

Direct [3]. Using this feature any device can connect 

to each other and form an ad hoc network [4]. If one 

device has internet then this device can connect to the 

cloud and create an internet of smart devices 

network. It is expected that by 2020, the development 

of the internet of smart devices connected together 

ex- ponentially with 50 billion smart devices [5]. This 

development will not depend on mankind’s 

population but the reality that units we utilize 

consistently (See fig 1 for statistics between 2003-

2020) [6]. The reality of interconnectedness things is 

cooperat- ing man to machines and machine to 

another machine. They will be talking to each other 

[7]. But Monitoring and tracking of movable devices 

are one of the most comprehensive issues [8]. 
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Fig. 1. IOT device statistics between 2000-2020 [13] 

This evolutionary paradigm enables its users to 

deploy a connection to a network of computing 

resources in an effortless fashion, where users can 

rapidly scale up or down their demands with trivial 

interaction from the service provider [9]. 

 

The growth of the Internet of Things 

The growth of the internet of things initially started in 

2008 by connecting the physical objects to the 

internet [10]. The physical objects are connected to a 

smart database that has a collection of smart data. 

The framework has the image recognition technology 

for identifying the physical object, buildings, peoples, 

logo, location etc. for business and customers [11]. 

Now the internet of things is shifting from 

information-based technology to operational based 

technology i.e. IPV4 (man 2 machines) to IPV6 

(machine 2 machines) [12]. It combines sensors, 

smart devices and interfaces like Smart Grid [13]. In 

a wider respect, each of the previous consumers has 

their concerns over cloud computing vulnerabilities 

and challenges which might prevent them from their 

objectives. The components of IoT are Identifiers, 

Sensors, Communications, Computations, Services, 

and Semantics [14]. The ubiquitous computation that 

has the capacity of intelligent physical objects that 

execute on the computation framework [15]. Internet 

Pro- tocol (IPV6) using ubiquitous computing that 

covers the area of network and support talking from 

machine to machine [16]. IPv4 internet has a 

drawback to adding billions of smart gadgets 

together, but it is possible in IPv6 internet because it 

enables internet of things to connect billions of smart 

gadgets together securely [17]. 

 

Fig. 2. Analysis of the growth of cloud-based data vs. 

total data [17] 

Connection using ubiquitous computing that uses the 

fixed cell network or mobility by using sensor 

connectivity [18]. These technologies should be 

enhanced regularly so that it allows the progress of 

internet of smart devices including multi-sensor 

frame- work to store, compute, analyze and process 

capabilities with smaller in size and lowest energies 

required [19]. The main contribution of this article 

links a new secure communication model using cloud 

computing and MANET technologies in the area of 

the internet of things. The communication security 

idea depends on three main points in the designing of 

the internet of things architecture [20]. It is not easy 

to manage information getting from millions of 

sensors in a centralized framework of smart devices 

collection [21]. It is not easy to manage network 

resources in a large network that can collect 

environment information from the centralized 

framework [22]. It is very hard to manage sensors 

that execute the same kind of data parallel and stored 

in the centralized framework. According to Siemens 

research, up to 2020, near about 26 billion physical 

objects will be connected together on the internet 

(See fig 2) [23]. That time is not far away when 

billions of physical things linked together in real 

time. They can communicate with each other and 

forwarding and process required data in the cloud. 

But there is a lack of technical standardization 

security perspective on the internet of smart thing. 

 

Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing has been regarded as one of the 

most popularized computing paradigms [24]. It came 

likewise an outcome for developments done past 

computing paradigms which incorporate parallel 

computing, grid computing, disseminated computing 

also other computing paradigms [25]. Cloud 

computing gives its customers three essential 

administration models: SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. 

Software as a service (SaaS) is mainly intended to 

end users who need to use the software as a part of 

their daily activities [26]. Platform as a service 

(PaaS) is mainly intended for application developers 

who need platforms to develop their software or 

application [27]. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is 

mainly intended to network architects who need 

infrastructure capabilities [28]. 
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Cloud-MANET Model 

The smart device to smart device communication in 

the cloud-MANET framework of the internet of 

things is a novel methodology that discovers and 

connected nearby smart devices with no centralized 

infrastructure [29]. The proposed technique will be 

very useful in machine to machine (M2M) networks 

because, in the M2M network, there are several 

devices nearby to each other. The smart device users 

will use cloud service to discover the devices, 

minimize useful information in big data and can 

process videos, images, text, and audio. In the 

proposed framework, the smart device will con- sider 

as service nodes. 

 

Motivation 

The MANET is a very popular network to get 

connected anywhere at any time [20]. Cloud provides 

service for storing and accessing information. The 

integration of cloud and MANET provides the 

facilities to access the cloud inside MANET of smart 

devices. In real life situation, the group of smart 

device users wants to connect to each other in a 

meeting at a place where no network services are 

present. These users may form MANET among smart 

devices. Also, they can use cloud service only if one 

device has internet in the group. 

 

Research Order 

The organization of the rest of the research paper is 

as follows: 1- Introduction, 2- Cloud-MANET in IoT, 

3-Communication security issues, 4- Working with 

proposed research and 5-represents the conclusion. 

 

Research Proposal 

This research paper proposes the Cloud-MANET-IoT 

framework for communication among smart devices. 

The following procedure is followed in the proposed 

re- search. 1. Form a MANET, 2. Access the ad hoc 

network in the range of network, 3. Register smart 

devices in MANET, 4. Register MANET smart 

devices in Cloud, 4. Implement IoT-Cloud-MANET 

model among all smart devices and 5. Start 

communication. The smart device to smart device 

communication in the IoT-MANET frame- work is a 

novel methodology that discovers and connected 

nearby smart devices with no centralized 

infrastructure. The existing cellular network doesn’t 

allow to connect all smart devices without centralized 

infrastructure even if they are very near to each other. 

The proposed technique will be very useful in 

machine to machine (M2M) networks because, in the 

M2M network, there are several devices nearby to 

each other. So, the implementation of MANET model 

in the smart device to smart device communication 

can be very efficient and useful to save power as well 

as the efficiency of spectrums. The cloud-based 

services in MANET modeling for the device to 

device communication can be a very useful approach 

to enhance the capabilities of smart devices. The 

smart device users will use cloud service to discover 

the devices, minimize useful information in big data 

and can process videos, images, text, and audio. 

 

2 CLOUD-MANET IN INTERNET OF THINGS 

 

Innovation of the smart devices in MANET 

The Ad hoc network can connect all smart devices in 

the decentralized system [31]. The smart devices are 

located on the 3D plane in the directions of the x-

axis, y-axis, and z-axis. The whole area is divided 

into cells over the wireless network. The area of all 

cells is fixed so that the smart devices can travel 

within the range of MANET Cell [32]. The smart 

device discovers the neighborhood devices in a 

binary digit within the same cell area. For 

discovering the smart devices, the hidden Markov 

model (HMM) is utilized in the 2Dimensional plane 

area. This model is connected to the working area 

and devices move inside the area and this model 

found neighborhood devices within the range [33]. 

We form the transition matrix in the area of the 

wireless network, discover all the smart devices and 

put in the transition matrix. The following parameters 

are used for discovering the smart devices. This 

model contains the following parameters. Let S=S1, 

S2………SN where S=state, S1 is the first state, S2 is 

the second state and so on [34]. 

 
Fig. 3. MANET 
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Each cell depends on one state. The transition matrix 

probability P= Pij(1≤i≤N) where Pij characterized to 

move likelihood from Si to Sj. Geometrically, Pij is 

just significant if Si, Sj are neighborhood states. Now 

rearrange states to move up, down, left and right [35]. 

Whatever is left components within the framework 

are all 0s. The following figure represents the 

transition matrix using a hidden Markov model. 

 
Fig. 4. Discovering area by HMM model 

The smart devices in MANET can be used to 

discover the signals using the Viterbi algorithm. Let 

O1, O2,. . . , On are the observation of discovering 

the devices. Every smart device sends a report of 

observations in meanwhile. This algorithm discovers 

the way at each step by maximizing the likelihood. 

This process is so expensive and time consuming for 

the rush of devices. The matrix represents the 

information in every cell. When the smart device 

enters in a new cell, it removes previous data and 

updates the information with the new data. For 

discovering the smart devices, the gradient model 

(GM) works to find the devices and share the ideas to 

development and send the infor- mation. GM finds 

the gradient distribution over the time. If time=0 then 

the gradient value will be 1. If time is greater than the 

total time then the value of the gradient will be 0. 

Otherwise, the gradient is proportional to one upon 

time power of the event. 

Table 1. PBM, HMM vz. GM statistics 

 PBM HMM GM 

Average Path Length 8 8.3 15 

Average Stretch Factor 2.2 2.3 3.91 

Success Rate 96.5% 95% 89.5% 

 

Fig. 5. PBM, HMM and gradient Model statistics 

So, the achievement rate of the PBM model is best in 

the examination of HMM and Gradient Model. So, 

we utilize the PBM model for outlining the Ad Hoc 

Network among smart devices. 

 

Implement MANET 

The smart device to smart device communication in 

the IoT-MANET framework is a novel methodology 

that discovers and connected nearby smart devices 

with no cen- tralized infrastructure. The existing 

cellular network doesn’t allow connecting all smart 

devices without centralized infrastructure even if they 

are very near to each other. The proposed technique 

will be very useful in machine to machine (M2M) 

networks be- cause, in the M2M network, there are 

several devices nearby to each other. So, the 

implementation of MANET model in the smart 

device to smart device communication can be very 

efficient and useful to save power as well as the 

efficiency of spectrums. The cloud-based services in 

MANET modeling for the device to device 

communication can be a very useful approach to 

enhance the capabilities of smart devices [36]. The 

smart device users will use cloud service to discover 

the devices, minimize useful in- formation in big data 

and can process videos, images, text, and audio. In 

this article, I proposed a new framework to enhance 

the capability of MANET and cloud computing on 

the internet of smart devices that can be useful in the 

5G heterogeneous network. In the proposed 

framework, the smart device will consider as service 

nodes. This model also covers the security and 

reliability as well as vulnerability issue of 

communication. The smart devices are electronic 

devices that are connected to other devices or 

network through network protocols such as a 

smartphone, tablets, smartwatch etc. The cloud 

computing enables sharing the resources, storages, 

and services using mobile applica- tions. This study 

is focused on secure communication among smart 

devices in the area of Cloud-MANET. In Cloud-

MANET, the smart devices are dynamically joined 

and created a network on their own called MANET 

and they can access cloud service [37]. This 

algorithm is implemented as a mobile application and 

tested in cloud-MANET of smart devices. The results 

are found positive and can be implemented in the 

framework of the internet of things in 5G 

heterogeneous networks. 
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Fig. 6. Algorithms performance in comparisons of 

block size and time is taken. 

In the future, this algorithm may be integrated with 

Wi-Fi Direct protocol and im- plement it on smart 

devices. The experimental results of the proposed 

algorithm have a better performance than all other 

existing algorithms. DES algorithm showed the poor 

performance while RC6 showed very good 

performance. This study can play very im- portant 

roles in the framework of the Internet of Things 

where smart devices will communicate with each 

other securely. 

 

3WORKING WITH PROPOSED RESEARCH 

 

The IoT-MANET framework is an integrated model 

of IoT, Cloud computing, and MANET technologies. 

The functionality of MANET is depended on the 

mobility of its nodes and connectivity also resources 

such as storage and energy efficiency [22].. The 

firstly discover the smart devices within the range of 

MANET then discovering the gateway point to 

connect to the cloud and the thirdly is used to 

establish a connection, provide session and transfer 

data from one smart device to an- other using cloud 

as a service. 

Table 2. Transmission in Cloud-MANET of Smart 

devices at 10 m/s. 

 

Fig. 7. Transmission in Cloud-MANET of Smart 

devices at 10 m/s. 

Table 3. Transmission in Cloud-MANET of Smart 

devices at 20 m/s. 

 
Fig. 8. Transmission in Cloud-MANET of Smart 

devices at 20 m/s. 

 

Table 4. Transmission in Cloud-MANET of Smart 

devices at 50 m/s 

 
Fig. 9. Transmission in Cloud-MANET of Smart 

devices at 50 m/s 

 

4.CONCLUSION 

 

This study enhances the role of a Cloud-MANET 

framework for communication among internet of 

smart devices. The research outcome is to establish a 

new framework in IoT. The proposed research is used 

the correct and efficient simulation of the desired 

study and can be implemented in a framework of the 

Internet of Things. The cloud- based services in 

MANET modeling for the device to device 

communication can be a very useful approach to 

enhance the capabilities of smart devices. The smart 

device users will use cloud service to discover the 
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devices, minimize useful information in big data and 

can process videos, images, text, and audio. The 

proposed algorithm for the communication in the 

IoT-MANET model is implemented and integrated 

with mobile apps. Java programming is used to 

develop such mobile apps. 
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